purecomfort

Sustainable & beautiful,
our stunning new range with
a fabric selection made from
recycled plastic bottles.

3 seater sofa in fabric 2800, small scatter cushions in 2009, light eco legs. Snuggler in fabric 2802, small scatter cushion in 2009, light eco legs. Grand sofa in fabric 2807, large scatter cushions in 2009, light eco legs. Accent chair in fabric 2009, light eco legs.

Snuggler in fabric 2802, small scatter cushion in 2009, light eco legs.

Grand sofa in fabric 2947, large scatter cushions in 2262, light eco legs. Accent chair in fabric 2262, light eco legs.

Grand sofa in fabric 2727, large scatter cushions in 2110, walnut eco legs. Accent chair in fabric 2110, walnut eco legs. 2 seater sofa in fabric 2720, small scatter cushions in 2110, walnut eco legs. Chair in fabric 2727, small scatter cushion in 2110,
walnut eco legs.

CLEVELAND

3 seater sofa (standard back) in fabric 2743, large scatter cushions in 2507, small scatter cushions in 2557, grey ash/brushed nickel legs. Grand sofa (pillow back) in fabric 1769, 2 pillows in 2507, 2 pillows in 2743, 1 pillow in 2487, small scatter
cushions in 2557, grey ash/brushed nickel legs. Accent chair in fabric 2557, grey ash/brushed nickel legs. Legged ottoman in fabric 2487, grey ash/brushed nickel legs.. All items shown with optional pewter studding.

3 seater sofa (standard back) in fabric 2743, large scatter cushions in 2507, small scatter cushions in 2557, grey
ash/brushed nickel legs. Snuggler in fabric 2507, small scatter cushions in 2743, grey ash/brushed nickel legs.
Legged ottoman in fabric 2487, grey ash/brushed nickel legs. All items shown with optional pewter studding.

Grand sofa (pillow back) in fabric 2822, 2 pillows in 2132, 2 pillows in 2912, 1 pillow in 2362, small scatter cushions in
2272, grey ash/brushed nickel legs. All items shown with optional pewter studding.

Grand sofa (pillow back) in fabric 2747, 2 pillows in 2509, 2 pillows in 2747, 1 pillow in 2488, small scatter cushions in 2557, grey ash/brushed nickel legs. Chair in fabric 2747, small scatter cushion in 2509, grey ash/brushed nickel legs.
All items shown with optional pewter studding.

A Message from Alstons Managing
Director, Andy Kennaugh

Alstons continuing commitment
to a more sustainable future
Alstons implemented a ground-breaking decision
to make real change to our factory and office site, by
installing solar panels to power the factory and offset
our carbon emissions. During installation, we knew
this was an incredibly forward-thinking step, and
knew it would have a positive impact in the global
move towards a more sustainable future.

“

Well where do we start! I never
imagined at the end of March 2020
that the world of COVID would go
on for so long and I certainly did not
predict demand for furniture would
be at the astonishing levels we have
all enjoyed!

We have continued to build upon our commitment
to energy efficiency and support for a more long term
and ethical direction in furniture manufacturing.
We’ve made energy efficiency a priority throughout
the company. Our operations, use of materials and
production processes, our dedication to contribute to
a global focus towards net zero for 2050 continues to
be our priority.
We believe we have a genuine responsibility to make
real change and here are some of the ways that Alstons
have continued to make an impact.

I am very proud of our workforce in how we have
all pulled together in this turbulent period. It is
this dedication, flexibility and hard work that has
kept Alstons manufacturing during difficult times.
Thank you.
I would also like to extend a massive thank you
to YOU, our customers. Your patience and loyalty
throughout the pandemic made, and continues to
make us very proud. It is an honour to work with
such successful and reliable businesses, such as
yours, and we look forward to continued success
with you.

“

The world of ‘Zoom’ and ‘Teams’ has been great
but I still believe our industry will continue to thrive
from the strong foundations that are built around
product and customer relationships. Therefore,
please do join us for some light refreshments at
our NEC Stand C60 - in Hall 1. It will be great for our
industry to all meet up again and for you to see the
newly launched Oceana and Cleveland.
With best wishes
Andy
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We are proud to be
offsetting our carbon footprint with...
• Our energy being sourced from our 1.4 Mw
Bio Mass boiler and a 50 Kw Solar panel system.
• Our plant is powered by an energy efficient
inverter that controls the machines & plant.
• Energy efficient LED lighting is used 		
throughout the site.
• We recycle bulk cardboard, paper and
plastics and continue to look at further
measures to recycle waste.

1 ton of CO2 equates to
1 return trip from Paris to
Casablanca - so far Alstons
have saved 301 return trips
with our CO2 savings!

During 2022 we will continue to drive our business
forward and I am excited by our new sofa designs
being launched at the April NEC show.
But for now I wanted to reflect a little! As we all know,
the past couple of years have been challenging
in many ways. We have overcome shortages and
delays in foam, wood, fabric and the list goes on.
Our business model has constantly pivoted and
our main energies have always been to deal with
all of those issues in a positive way to offer you the
best service we possibly can.

Green Credentials

Solar panels installed at our factory site in Summer 2012

Design Focus
Matthew Cave, Designer

Our latest creations
include two exciting
new models that join our
upholstery collection.

The iconic Newport/Vermont (and later Franklin/Georgia) that became one of our signature
designs for more than 10 years has been given
a new twist.
Our fantastic new Cleveland continues to inherit the
hallmarks of high quality detailing that we associate with
the best of British manufacturing. Hand finished turned
legs from characterful ash in a choice of our beautiful warm
grey wash or antique finishes, bring timeless appeal that
work well in city or country homes alike. Every piece is hand
crafted with meticulous detailing, soft pleated scroll arms
are a nod to classic, yet the look remains soft and casual with
a further option of carefully finished pewter studwork. Sofas
are available in three sizes with casual pillow backs or more
formal classic back treatments. The fabric palette of soft greys
and slate velvety chenille’s combine perfectly with a mix
of smart houndstooth checks or a fusion of more textured
global accents to sit with our boucle herringbone plain.

It is estimated that
10 million tonnes
of plastic waste
enters the ocean
each year, having a
devastating effect
on marine life.

If we don’t take action now,
there will be more plastic in
our oceans than fish by 2050

Our second model, Oceana, is made from carefully
sourced sustainable and recycled materials to create
our first eco-friendly sofa. As we are all becoming more
conscious of our environmental impact, 2022 will be the
year when we must look at new ways to make more
sustainable products.
Oceana includes fabrics made from 100% recycled yarns,
processed from post-consumer plastic waste before
it reaches our beaches or the sea. The fibre fillings are
Quallofil® Blue made from recycled plastic from Plastic
Bank, globally recognised as one of the most important
solutions to stop plastic from entering our oceans. Our
Cold Cure moulded seat cushions use a water based
recipe and we guarantee them for 10 years, whilst they
produce only 6% waste compared with regular foam
that produces more than 27% waste with a much shorter
longevity. The wooden frame uses FSC® certified timber,
and the sofa feet are produced from beech trees grown
in sustainable forests, hand finished with water based
lacquers. The springs can be completely recycled and
even our packaging is produced from materials that
have been recycled already.
Oceana is still incredibly comfortable, so sit back, relax, and
feel good about helping improve our planet and wellbeing!

